Using FlexoElectric eCrystal Technology
Answers About Energy:The Need for Energy and Chaos Protection in Our
Bodies, Our Environment, Our Food and Our Water.
There currently is little to no vitality in people to sustain health, never mind
restore it. Radar during war, electronic pollution from satellites, computers, cell
phones, x-ray, irradiation and even chemtrails have depressed the natural life
supporting energies all around us. Our own negative thoughts are often more
destructive to our health than our external environment. We can't even buy
food from outside the country any more due to the complete elimination of all
life supporting energies when this food is typically x-rayed. For instance, this
allows molds to immediately start forming from within a perfectly good looking
New Zealand apple, creating the resulting mycotoxins. Produce managers
have seen this when they cut these apples open and find a brown core. Many
of you are already dealing with some strange health challenges among children
and adults since 9/11. Look to the molds, mycotoxins and the energies for the
answers. Little natural resistance to molds and pathogens is currently available
to the energy depleted body.
This brings us to the need for FlexoElectric eCrystal Technology, and similar
more focused energy sources, like Vitalizer Plus technology or NARIWA water.
Bio Meridian and QXCI testing has shown that high energy resources from both
FlexoElectric eCrystal and Vitalizer Plus technology allow virtually all body
functions and organs to balance energetically within minutes. Hydration is
improved with the micro clustering of the water.
A comparison of Flexoelectric eCrystal technology and other energy balancing
and chaos protection devices reveals some significant differences.
The need for high vibrational energy resources is necessary to balance out low,
or "negative" vibrations. [Ciccolo]1 The new FlexoElectric eCrystal Technology
has shown a consistency of result in both chaos protection and energetic
balance that should be considered an adjunct to any existing alkalizing
program. Contrast this to the sometimes excellent, but partial protection many
other top chaos devices provide and you will find three apparent differences in
approach.
One established crushed crystal device on the market for several years
appears to absorb many chaos energies. It must be "cleared" regularly,
using sunlight or another chaos clearing technology. The observed results
indicate a reduction of stress to the body from many forms of
environmental chaos, but not all. Consider a person's own negative
thoughts as a defined form of chaos, with the resulting energy depleting
consequences. With this crushed crystal technology you get very little
protection, although there is considerable protection from other people's
negative thoughts. Protection from computer and cell phone microwave
chaos is good, but limited.
Another very popular, well researched device, seeks to keep a body
from taking wild energetic swings. It is like a surgeon quickly performing
reconstructive surgery every time the body is slammed with chaos. It
appears most effective with traumatic emotions, but least effective with the
environmental interferences we encountered every day. Cell phone
microwave protection is limited to 50-70%. Protection from other people's
negative thoughts is also limited. There is very poor protection from our
own negative thoughts. To sum it up, this well researched technology's
need to make corrections after the body is assaulted by chaos is helpful,

but it appears to be a body repair shop rather than good damage
prevention.
The more comprehensive FlexoElectric eCrystal Technology creates a field of
amplified organized information, void of any chaos, around a living organism. It
does this by accessing all organized left electron spin information already in the
environment while ignoring any right electron spinning chaos. Once accessed,
this organized life supporting information is amplified through what could be
termed refracted light. This amplification is considerable, possibly three
hundred times the original energy levels found in the environment. Any chaos
in the environment that comes within this field is immediately organized, as it is
not possible for chaos and this perfect harmony of organized information to coexist. When worn on the body, little or no environmental chaos is then allowed
to reach the cellular environment, limiting imbalance and the potential of
resulting toxicities from occurring. Even the negative thoughts of the person
wearing this technology are immediately turned from chaos to order and show
consistently to have little or no adverse effect on the physiology of the body.
Little to no energy drain is observed. The message is still received, but without
the chaos. Coherence at the cellular is obtained and maintained.
It should be noted that the FlexoElectric eCrystal Technology does not allow
the body to take a "hit" from chaos. Therefor, repairs are not needed on new
damage, allowing the amplified accessed energies to be used as balancing
resources and to repair existing damage. There is no need for reconstruction,
as little to no new damage is allowed from the energetic environment. The
greatest strength of the FlexoElectric eCrystal technology is that man has
programmed nothing. He has not chosen the energies or frequencies.
FlexoElectric eCrystal technology accesses and keeps all that nature has
provided, with no alteration other than amplification back to where it might have
been during pre flood conditions. No clearing appears to be necessary because
chaos never reaches the carrying stone or crystal as chaos. It is always
instantly organized. Please note, the stone or crystal has nothing to do with this
technology. It is just holding the "door" or "gateway" that accesses this
information.
The practical application of this FlexoElectric technology is in several areas.
This quantum technology has been intentionally and mechanically placed in
practical objects for personal and environmental use. An example is the eTag,
a tag-shaped stone necklace. When worn around the neck on a string or chain,
complete, non polar protection is given the person wearing it from all sources of
environmental chaos. A lack of energy drain can be noted the first day,
including observation of relaxed body language and speech. While sleeping,
dreams are more vivid and can be remembered. Mental chaos is prevented
from interfering with rest, and often fewer hours of sleep result in better rest.
Hours in front of a computer no longer create headaches and physical stress,
while long conversations on cell phones no longer result in hot heads or
headaches.
The FlexoElectric eTag is highly polar and must be worn in a manner keeping
its upward left spinning spiral in line with the body's own polarity. It should not
be placed in the pocket, as it could become inverted. This "dog tag" stone
pendant containing E Technology is perhaps the most powerful personal
protection a doctor, patient or individual could wear. Its field is a strong four feet
in all directions. It has a weak field as far as twelve feet away. Its highly polar
nature allows it to have a more powerful, proactive influence on internal body
functions and organs. In extreme cases of degeneration, such as later stages
of cancer or autoimmune disease, a non polar E Pendant may be desired until
the body gains enough coherence to handle the power of the eTag. ADD and
ADHD children and adults will find this very helpful in removing the
environmental stressors that can trigger their symptoms.

Only the person wearing this eCrystal technology benefits, which is an
interesting observation. A person tanding right next to the wearer of an
ePendant or an eTag receives no protection, even if touching the technology.
Should they pull the technology more than four inches from the original person,
the new person would receive all the benefit. Again, an interesting observation
of consistency. This eTag prevents patient's "stuff" from being dumped on a
practitioner wearing this technology, while not interfering with the subtle nature
of muscle testing or similar energy work. Many practitioners may say goodbye
to those power naps that were necessary to make it through the day. They may
even have something left for the spouse at the end of the day. Note that the E
Technology should be removed from a patient during many testing procedures,
although it should be used during most treatments.
The eCrystal is a man made clear silicone crystal that, once again, has nothing
to do with the technology itself. It simply holds the quantum gateway, or door,
that accesses the life supporting energies and amplifies them. This powerful
little stone can be worn in your pocket for all the previously described
protection, or it can be placed in a refrigerator where foods that previously only
lasted two to five days will now last two to five weeks. Water and liquids are
revitalized, allowing these energy resources to be accessed by the body. While
foods get sweeter, the blood sugar is affected less. Most people have had their
cravings for sweets, sodas and junk foods diminished or eliminated. The free
radical nature of these substances appears to be somewhat neutralized,
preventing those cravings and allowing the body to process and eliminate
these substances with greater ease. The eCrystal can be placed next to any
glass, container or food and it will energize and turn positive the electron spin
of that food or liquid. The eCrystal may also be placed in the dishwasher for an
outstanding rinse and cleaning efficiency or leave it in the washing machine
(place in a delicates bag) for better washing with half the detergent. Waster
water now enhances the environment with positive, life supporting energies.
An eTower is primarily an area protector and pool enhancer. It is a six inch tall,
one and three quarter inch diameter appliance that has a strong field twenty
feet in all directions. Entire rooms containing electronics, x-ray, or microwaves
can be made body friendly. Water systems for an entire home can be
energized and the chaotic nature of life depleting chemicals or imprints
neutralized by placing an eTower on top of the hot water heater. Truly that
simple. The cold and hot water in the entire home is treated in this manner and,
during the night, you will find you are actually treating your neighbor's water. In
the kitchen, bags of lifeless groceries can be energized in minutes when placed
around an eTower. High energy drinking water can be produced by placing
containers anywhere near an eTower. In just three days energy levels can be
achieved in water that aid the body in rapid detoxification and health restoration
when the water is consumed. Bottled energy waters have sold for as much as
forty nine dollars a liter. Now, unlimited quantities of energized water can be
made affordable in every home. Even swimming pools can be converted into a
stress eliminating, high energy, therapeutic pool with just one eTower in the
skimmer basket. This can reduce chemical usage and produce far cleaner
water that parts like silk, with little or no drying of the skin or hair. There is no
longer an energy drain from these pool chemicals on the body when the
eTower is used in this manner. Pathogens find replication in high energy
waters very difficult.
In summary, the need for energy accessing and amplifying technology for the
body, both protective and proactive, is now filled by FlexoElectric eCrystal
appliances. These are practical, effective, affordable and durable. Every
practitioner and patient should now consider these an essential component in
their daily living and their fight against fatigue.
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